Course Overview:

This course is designed to explore various concepts and issues related to death and dying in later life from multidisciplinary perspectives. You will examine social, cultural, ethical and spiritual aspects of death and dying in order to deepen your understanding and to examine your personal views and beliefs. Provision of care at the end of life in the Canadian context, decision making at the end of life, role of formal and informal caregivers and, organization of care and support for dying persons and their families will be some of the other topics that will be addressed. In addition, you will have the opportunity to explore topic(s) related to death and dying in later life that interest you. To achieve the course objectives, we will be utilizing readings, group work, multi-media, classroom activities, reflection, written assignments, guest speakers, and discussions.

COURSE OBJECTIVES:

1. To gain a deeper understanding of important theories, concepts and current issues related to death and dying in late life from a range of different perspectives.

2. To increase self-awareness of personal beliefs about death and dying in old age.

3. To examine end of life care needs of dying older persons and their families and critically examine relevant policy frameworks, programs and practice approaches.

4. To enhance comfort level of students to discuss end of life issues with older adults and their support network.

5. To examine spiritual aspects and representation of old age and death and dying in the literature.

6. To provide opportunities for students to improve skills in critical thinking, analysis, teamwork, research, presenting and writing.

Important Notice re email:
Please do NOT email the Instructor using Avenue to Learn. Send email directly to Instructor and Teaching Assistant to the McMaster e-mail accounts from your own McMaster e-mail account. Due to university policy, we are unable to reply to emails sent from gmail and other personal e-mail accounts.

If you require the course information in an alternate/accessible format, please contact Department of Health, Aging & Society (ext. 27227 | e-mail: hasdept@mcmaster.ca).
COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND EVALUATION: The course requirements consist of integrative reflection, options for written assignments (i.e. film analysis or book review), term paper or presentation and class participation. More information on course assignments will be provided during class.

The distribution of grades for the course is as follows:

Assignments/Evaluation:

1. Class Participation................................................................................................................. 15%
   Participation ......................................................................................................................... (7%)
   Submission of Summaries................................................................................................. (8%)

2. Book Review or Film Analysis.................................................................................................15%
   (Due: Jan. 30, 2018)

3. Presentation or Term Paper ................................................................................................. 30%
   (Due: Term Paper on or before March 21, 2018; Presentation Dates assigned in class)

4. Integrative Reflection on Course content and Analysis of Journal................................. 40%
   (Due on or before April 3, 2018)

ASSIGNED READINGS:
Assigned readings for this course are available in a Custom Courseware Package (available at the university bookstore).


OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
Support Services and Accommodations

Academic Accommodation of Students with Disabilities: Students who require academic accommodation must contact Student Accessibility Services (SAS) to make arrangements with a Program Coordinator. Academic accommodations must be arranged for each term of study. Student Accessibility Services can be contacted by phone 905-525-9140 ext. 28652 or e-mail sas@mcmaster.ca. For further information, consult McMaster University’s Policy for Academic Accommodation of Students with Disabilities: [http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/Students-AcademicStudies/AcademicAccommodation-StudentsWithDisabilities.pdf](http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/Students-AcademicStudies/AcademicAccommodation-StudentsWithDisabilities.pdf)

The Student Accessibility Services (SAS) office (*formally, the Centre for Student Development) offers group and individual consultation about effective learning strategies, essay writing, and study habits; accommodations, assistive technology, advocacy and support for students with disabilities. Personal/group counseling is offered at the Student Wellness Centre (SWC). If you believe these services may be helpful to you, contact:
Please feel free to discuss necessary accommodations with the instructor.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: Academic dishonesty consists of misrepresentation by deception or by other fraudulent means and can result in serious consequences, e.g. the grade of zero on an assignment, loss of credit with a notation on the transcript (notation reads: “Grade of F assigned for academic dishonesty”), and/or suspension or expulsion from the university.

It is your responsibility to understand what constitutes academic dishonesty. For information on the various kinds of academic dishonesty please refer to the Academic Integrity Policy, specifically Appendix 3, located at http://www.mcmaster.ca/senate/academic/ac_integrity.htm

The following illustrates only two forms of academic dishonesty:

1. Plagiarism, e.g. the submission of work that is not one’s own or for which other credit has been obtained. In order to avoid plagiarism, all work submitted must be completed by the student(s) for this course only and be clearly and correctly referenced using the APA style.
2. Copying or using unauthorized aids in tests and examinations (not applicable to this course as there is no exam).

Marks

Negative class participation: This course depends on you! During class, and discussion, you are expected to participate fully. I reserve the right to downgrade your mark (a maximum of 7 points) for negative class participation. Activities that will be considered negative class participation: failure to attend sessions consistently, talking to classmates about things that are not a contribution to the class discussion, general nonparticipation in the sessions, using any of the following devices: computer, cell phone, mp3 player, ipod, etc, sleeping, coming to class late or leaving early. Note that computers may be used for note taking only— evidence of using the computer for anything other than note taking is considered a part of the negative class participation mark.
Late Penalty:

To be fair to all students, late assignments will be penalized at the rate of three (3%) percent per day, including weekend days, except in the most extenuating of circumstances. (If an assignment is due at the start of a class, it will be considered one day late any time after the end of class that day).

The following McMaster Grading Scale will be used as noted in the McMaster Undergraduate Calendar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK</th>
<th>GRADE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>A+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85-89</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-84</td>
<td>A-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-79</td>
<td>B+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73-76</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-72</td>
<td>B-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67-69</td>
<td>C+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
E-MAIL COMMUNICATION POLICY

Effective September 1, 2010, it is the policy of the Faculty of Social Sciences that all e-mail communication sent from students to instructors (including TAs), and from students to staff, must originate from the student’s own McMaster University e-mail account. This policy protects confidentiality and confirms the identity of the student. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure that communication is sent to the university from a McMaster account. If an instructor becomes aware that a communication has come from an alternate address, the instructor may not reply at his or her discretion.

(Approved at the Faculty of Social Sciences meeting on Tues. May 25, 2010)

Please NOTE:

The instructor and university reserve the right to modify elements of the course during the term. The university may change the dates and deadlines for any or all courses in extreme circumstances. If either type of modification becomes necessary, reasonable notice and communication with the students will be given with explanation and the opportunity to comment on changes. It is the responsibility of the student to check their McMaster email and course websites weekly during the term and to note any changes.
The Use of Avenue to Learn in this course:

In this course we will be using Avenue to Learn. Students should be aware that, when they access the electronic components of this course, private information such as first and last names, user names for the McMaster e-mail accounts, and program affiliation may become apparent to all other students in the same course. The available information is dependent on the technology used. Continuation in this course will be deemed consent to this disclosure. If you have any questions or concerns about such disclosure please discuss this with the course instructor.

Step 1: Make sure you are in the Avenue to Learn system.

If you officially registered for the course, you were automatically enrolled in the Avenue To Learn system. Go directly to step 2. Students who registered late for this course need to be added to the Avenue to Learn database before they can perform the next step. The best way to do this is to make sure that you are officially registered for this course. The Avenue to Learn student database will be updated automatically from the Office of the Registrar several times weekly for the first few weeks of classes, so please be patient while your name is being added.

Step 2: Logon to Avenue to learn.

Go to http://Avenue.mcmaster.ca/

All the information you need for logging on to the site, for configuring your web browser, and for adding this course to your account are available here.

Step 3: Support

If you are interested in viewing the support for Avenue to Learn, including quick help guides and other resources please visit http://avenue.mcmaster.ca/help/

Return of Assignments:

In accordance with regulations set out by the Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act, the University will not allow return of graded materials by placing them in boxes in departmental offices or classrooms so that students may retrieve their papers themselves; tests and assignments must be returned directly to the student. Similarly, grades for assignments for courses may only be posted using the last 5 digits of the student number as the identifying data. The following possibilities exist for return of graded materials:

1. direct return of materials to students in class;
2. return of materials to students during office hours;
3. students attach a stamped, self-addressed envelope with assignments for return by mail;
4. submit/grade/return papers electronically.

Arrangements for the return of assignments from the options above will be finalized during the first class
Jan. 9  **Review of course outline**
Discussion of course expectations/ requirements
Introduction to course themes
Exploring personal views on death and dying

Jan. 16  **Current Issues in end of life care for older persons**


Jan. 23  **Concepts: hope, control, personhood, suffering and loss**


Jan. 30  **Attitudes towards dying//Death and Dying in the Literature**

**Dr. Alan Bishop**, Professor Emeritus, Dept. of English, McMaster University

**Readings**: Literary Works

Excerpts from Yesterday Morning

“Winter”

“The Veteran”

“The Pardoner’s Tale”

“The Strulbruggs”

“The Voice”

“The Ship of Death”

“Do not Go Gentle into that Good Night”

“Wanting to Die”

“To Have What I Have”

“Death Psalm: O Lord of Mysteries”

“Widow”

**Feb. 6**

**Experiences of Dying in Canada/ Current Medically Assistance in Dying Legislation**

**Coping with Dying**


Medically Assisted Dying Legislation Bill C-14
van Wijngaarden E., Leget, C. and Goossensen, A. (2015). Ready to give up on life:

**Feb. 13**  
**Ethical Issues and end of life care**


**Feb. 20**  
No Class. Break Week

**Feb. 27**  
**Palliative Care and End of Life Care in LTC**


**March 6**  
**Diversity, Culture, Religion and Ethnicity**


**Mar. 13**

**Spirituality in Later Life**

**Dr. Ellen Ryan**, Professor Emeritus, McMaster University, Department of Health, Aging & Society Department of Psychiatry & Behavioural Neurosciences


**Mar. 20**

**Family/ Informal and Formal Caregivers; Communication**


**March 27**

**Death, Grief and Bereavement and Beliefs about afterlife**


Apr. 3  **Student Presentations/Discussion of students’ selected assignments.**  
**Future Challenges and Issues in Care of Older adults at the end of life**  
**Reflections/Review/Evaluation**
# 1. CLASS PARTICIPATION 15%

Guidelines for Evaluation of Participation

Class attendance and participation are essential components of this course. Part of the participation grade will come from attendance and an evaluation of how much a given class member contributed to the class discussion (7%). The other part will be based on submission of reading summaries (8%, see below for more details). Remember that evaluation of participation in class is different from evaluation of knowledge or understanding of a set of given readings or course content. My evaluation of your knowledge and understanding will come from your written work. You will be evaluated on the quality of your contributions in class discussions. Your participation grade will be based on my perception and assessment of your active involvement in class (attendance and involvement in class discussions, initiating discussion on specific readings, and participation in presentations). However, you also have the opportunity to evaluate your participation by assigning yourself a ‘fair’ grade (out of 7) and a brief written statement as to why you feel that grade is warranted. I will take your self-evaluation grade and comments under serious consideration when assigning your final grade at the end of term.

If you wish to check out how well you are doing in your participation, you might ask yourself the questions on page 13.

Summaries of Readings 8%

You are expected to do all the readings assigned for each week. You will select two readings to prepare a written submission for the week.

All students will be expected to submit a two page document which has the following components for each of the two readings (note: each summary is approx. 250 words or 1 page).

1. Summary statement (six sentences maximum) of the author’s main argument. *This statement should be written in your own words.* It should not be borrowed directly from the text of the reading.

2. Brief statements in terms of how the article connects with the broader theme of the week's discussion or of the course.

3. Two or three issues or questions in the reading that are important and merit some discussion. These questions or issues should be well thought out and demonstrate your critical thinking and analytical skills. *(these are the questions you may be invited to share with the class to initiate or sustain a discussion).*

Note that all three of these components should be focused on understanding the readings well, and not on criticizing them.

In class discussions, you are expected to be familiar with the assigned material. "Familiar with" is just the right phrase. You need not have mastered the material; after all, a goal of discussion is to move everyone towards mastery, that is, to improve everyone's (even the leader's) understanding. To prepare for discussion, first read and study the assignment, underlining the more important or interesting points, and making notes in the margins. Then think about and write down some of the main issues that the author raises and a few questions pertinent to the issues. Then go back over your notes and the text and note the key concepts or terms and then try to put the author’s argument into your own words.
Handing in of summaries:

You will prepare a summary of two readings for each of the weeks where we have required readings, hence 10 weeks in total. Members of the class are permitted two “heavy burden” weeks without losing points here. So basically you will be submitting 8 summary statements (consisting of two readings each). A total of 8 summary statements will give you 8% for your class participation if they are completed and meet the above guidelines.

Submission process: Before the class, each member emails me a copy of her or his summary statements. Late submissions of these materials will not be credited to the participation grade. Put both summary statements in the same computer file, with your name as part of the filename. Avoid using section breaks and do not insert headers or footers. When emailing the summaries, please put 4B03 Summaries in the subject heading of the email. Students taking a ‘heavy burden’ week must inform me by the Thursday of the week preceding the next class. Please bring a hard copy of the summary to class for your reference and then submit it to the instructor at the end of class.

General Assignment Guidelines

Your assignments are assessed on the following: content, conciseness and organization. In addition, here are some guidelines you should follow for completing the written assignments:

● All assignments should be typed, double spaced, using 1” margins and 12 pitch regular font (average size); Keep within the specified word limit.
● Do not use binders or any other assignment covers. Just staple your pages.
● Use proper referencing style (accurate and consistent). Check with the reference desk at Mills library if you need help.
● Use correct grammar and spelling.
● Always use a cover page indicating your name, assignment title, course name, assignment submission date and instructor’s name.
● Submit assignments on or before the deadline date or be prepared to accept the late penalty as noted on page 4 of this course outline.

Note: If emailing an assignment, please put all content in file doc or docx file.
Guidelines for Evaluation of Your Participation

If you wish to check out how well you are doing in your participation, you might ask yourself the following questions:

Did I go to class prepared to discuss the readings and the topics assigned for the week?

Did I initiate a topic or question?

Did I provide some information when it was needed?

Did I provide constructive feedback?

Did I question assumptions made in the readings or by peers?

Did I give some positive opinions or reactions?

Did I give some negative opinions or reactions?

Did I ask for positive or negative opinions or reactions?

Did I confront someone whom I thought was wrong?

Did I try to restate what someone else had said to ensure I and others understood?

Did I ask someone else to restate what he or she had said?

Did I give examples when they were needed?

Did I ask others to provide some examples?

Did I try to synthesize or summarize a part of the discussion?

Did I ask if someone might synthesize or summarize a part of the discussion?

Did I encourage, help or reward others in the group?

Did I relieve tension in the group or help problem solve or resolve conflict?
Option 2A: Film Analysis

The purpose of the assignment is to get you thinking critically about death and dying in later life and how it is understood and re/presented. For this assignment you will review and provide a critical analysis of two films of your choice.

Briefly introduce the films and outline the plot, identify main characters and identify key themes related to aging, death and dying in these films. In writing this section, you will want to keep in mind that throughout your analysis/critique you will be focusing on death and dying and age related issues, so focus on these themes in this section. Do NOT copy existing summaries, synopses available elsewhere – this constitutes academic dishonesty. Include a critical review of the films by discussing how death and dying are portrayed in the films and based on the knowledge gained in class and through the readings, whether this portrayal in an accurate reflection of the lives/issues faced by older adults and their families. Some things to consider: Examine how the ageing, death and dying topics or experiences have been portrayed from different dimensions – cultural, social, physical, mental and spiritual. Conclude with your personal reflections/opinions of the film.

Option 2B: Book Review

Check the following websites for tips on how to write a good book review:

www.writing.utoronto.ca/advice/specific-types...writing/book-review

www.lib.uwaterloo.ca/libguides

Suggested Books on Death and Dying:


# 3 Presentation or Term Paper 30%

**Option 3A  Presentation**

If you wish to pursue this option, you need approval of the topic by your instructor. Class presentation is meant to be completed by two team members and you will have 30 minutes for the presentation. The specific expectations and evaluation criterion for the presentation is on page 16 of this course outline.

**Option 3B  Term Paper  (maximum 2000 words)**

Details for (term paper research question) to be discussed with instructor and must be approved. See page 17 for term paper evaluation criterion. You are expected to briefly highlight your key themes and research findings in class.
Option 3A

In class presentation (see evaluation form): If you choose option A, you will make a presentation in class for 30 minutes on an approved topic. Each group presentation to include:

1. Key Issues and Material related to Topic: Each group will present academic and other practical or applied material related to the topic. The group is to discuss material from the courseware readings, as appropriate, but is primarily to seek out relevant information beyond the course material. The presentation should include a BRIEF overview of research findings in the area, as well as other relevant practical information on the topic. Research material discussed in the presentation must be clearly referenced as to the source of the information. Each group has the opportunity to focus on specific aspects of the topic that they find most interesting or important. A strong presentation will find ways to link academic research with applied or practical aspects of the topic, in an interesting and engaging way. A good presentation also concludes with a brief ‘summary’ of key points or insights gained from the presentation.

2. Class Engagement/Involvement/Discussion: Class involvement during the presentation is IMPORTANT to keep the presentation ‘active’ and the students engaged in the topic. There are many ‘creative’ ways to involve the class in the presentation (for eg., as questions interwoven throughout presentation, short group exercises, or other class activities). Class involvement is a KEY component of the overall presentation.

3. Class Handout: Each group will prepare a short (one sheet of paper only, one or both sides, typed) handout for students and instructor that HIGHLIGHTS the key components of the presentation (eg. an overview of components of the presentation, key issues to be discussed in the presentation, a reference list of material incorporated into the presentation). The purpose of this handout is to give your audience a clear, well organized ‘guide’ to follow during the presentation, and as a resource for the students, after the presentation.

Potential Presentation topics:

- Ethical issues in long term care or community care
- End of Life Care for people with Dementia
- End of life care among diverse individuals and populations
- End of life care in LTC
- Suicide among men and women
- Views on Death and Dying in different cultures
- Other topics with approval of the course instructor
- Funeral rituals: comparative analysis
- Legal issues related to end of life
Presentation Evaluation Form (30%)
HLTH AGE 4B03

Names of Presenters:

Topic:

Date:

Presentation of material related to topic: /15
Key points or issues presented in a brief, clear, and well-organized manner
The material presented well linked to the topic
Group presented relevant academic and applied material beyond course readings
The material presented was current (2012 +), informative, and interesting
The material presented clearly referenced the sources used
Demonstrated analytical and critical thinking skills

Class engagement/involvement/discussion: /5
Presenters used effective questions/activities to engage the class throughout the presentation
Presenters responded well to student responses and/or questions
A significant component of the presentation focused on class involvement/discussion

Presentation Handout: /5
Handout was clear, well-organized, and useful as a ‘guide’ to the overall presentation
An overview of components of presentation/key points/issues outlined on the handout
The summary conclusion identified key insights gained from the presentation
The handout was typed (one sheet and one sided)

Overall structure and style of the presentation: /5
The presentation was well-prepared, well organized and clearly presented
Overall there was good pace, clear articulation, and easy-to-follow information
The presentation was effective in conveying information and holding the interest of the audience
There was an attempt to discuss issues rather than over-relying on reading from notes
The presentation well coordinated/orchestrated among members of the group

Comments:

Total: /30
Term Paper Evaluation (30%)
HLTH AGE 4B03
DUE: March 21, 2018

Name: ________________________________________________________________

Topic: __________________________________________________________________

**Introduction: (3 marks)**

Topic area and objectives of the paper are clearly identified /3
- Rationale for the importance of the topic is provided
- Scope and limitations of the paper are identified
- Key concepts are briefly defined

**Literature Review: (8 marks)** /8
- Literature review is relevant to the topic and objectives of the paper
- Literature review is primarily based on at least 10 journal articles from past 6 years
- Literature review critically evaluates ideas, arguments, and evidence presented

**Discussion: (7 marks)** /7
- Issues, themes, and trends apparent in the literature review are discussed
- Insights and questions raised by the literature review are presented
- Implications for individuals, groups and/or practice and policy are identified
- Implications for education in health studies and aging and future research are identified

**Conclusion: (3 marks)** /3
- Well reasoned, logical conclusion
- Conclusion is linked to the objectives and content of the paper

**References: (5 marks)** /5
- A consistent, accurate and common style of referencing is used
- All references cited in the body of the paper are listed
- Reference list is reasonably comprehensive and relevant to the topic area

**Writing Style, Grammar & Spelling: (4 marks)** /4
- Writing style
- Grammar
- Spelling

**TOTAL MARK** /30

Term papers must be typed. Please avoid the use of binders and folders etc., i.e., just use staples. The essay should be **double spaced** and be approx. 2000 words in length. Please use appropriate 1" margins and 12 pitch courier type fonts (appr. 250 words per page)
This assignment offers you the opportunity to integrate information from a variety of sources and reflect on your own knowledge, beliefs, biases, attitudes and feelings about death and dying in later life.

Keep a weekly journal of your personal reflections on a topic we explored in class and/or addressed in the readings. You could include other sources that may have led you to do some self-reflection (for example: something you read in the newspaper, see on television, something you experienced in your daily life related to aging, death and dying. Please note: journal entry is not a “summary” of what was discussed in class but more about your thoughts and reflections.

To complete this assignment, students are required to do the following:

1. Review your journal entries to date, critically examine the content of your notes and explore and analyze the area of your biases, beliefs and attitudes towards dying, and death of older adults.

2. Review course readings and class notes and think critically about issues identified by speakers and the various authors and incorporate the concepts from these readings into your reflections (cite references)

3. Self reflection involves thinking about the implications of the learning experience for you as an individual and what this mean if you plan to work with older adults e.g. what was your major area of learning and what specifically helped you to examine your views about death and dying; how you think about something differently, what would you do differently in your interactions with people, how has this influenced your life and plans and your approach? If you feel you have identified fears, concerns and bias(es), discuss these and why these exist and/or are important to address.
Some suggestions/guidelines for the structure and content of your reflections after an experience:
Basically you are addressing three simple questions: What?/ So What? Now What?

What?
Descriptive account (brief)
Facts, what happened, with whom
Substance of group interaction/activity

So What?
Shift from descriptive to interpretive
Meaning of experience for you
Feelings involved, lessons learned
Understanding why of the experience and activity?

Now what?
Contextual - what does this activity, experience/situation mean in the broader context
Applying lessons learned / insights gained to new situations
Setting future goals (e.g. learning goals or plan of action)

http://www.uvm.edu/~dewey/reflection_manual/activities.html

Here are some questions you may consider addressing in your reflections:

What are three things that were the highlights of this experience and why?
How were you a different person when you left the activity compared to when you entered?
What have you learned about yourself by participating in this experience?
What connections do you see between this experience and what you have learned in your courses at McMaster or elsewhere?
What have you learned about a societal issue through this activity/experience?
How did this experience challenge your assumptions and stereotypes about aging or any other population group?
How has your experience/participation in this activity contributed to your growth in any of these areas: civic responsibility, political consciousness, professional development, spiritual fulfillment, social understanding, intellectual pursuit?
How would you do something differently in a particular location/setting if you were in charge?
How can society better deal with the problem/issue that you have identified?
How can this experience apply to other situations in your life?
How can some of the solutions you saw/heard/experienced apply to other problems of other groups?
What was the most challenging thing that happened during your experience?
Evaluation of Integrative Reflection based on the following criterion:

- Identified three major areas of learning /3
- Identified what specifically helped to examine biases/beliefs /3
- Critical analysis of areas of biases, beliefs, attitudes /7
- Incorporated theories, concepts, ideas from readings (at least 6-7 different assigned readings) /9
- Integration of classroom experience (lectures, speakers, exercises, discussions) /7
- Discussed possible change in understanding, action/behaviour/response and future learning needs /5
- Writing - clarity, conciseness, spelling and grammar, accurate referencing /5
- Length of reflection- within reasonable word limit /1

Total /40